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________ itself as severe stomach pains and headaches. (04/6)A)

expressed B) manifested C) reflected D) displayed 2. The doctors

don’t____ that the patient will live much longer.(03/12)A)

monitor B) manifest C) articulate D) anticipate3. We must look

beyond ________ and assumptions and try to discover what is

missing.(01/1)A) justifications B) illusions C) manifestations D)

specifications4. The doctors dont _______ that he will live much

longer.(00/1)A) articulate B) anticipate C) manifest D) monitor5.

The ______ of a cultural phenomenon is usually a logical

consequence of some physical aspect in the life style of the people.

(97/6)A) implementation B) manifestation C) demonstration D)

expeditionRevive(4次)1. A number of students ________ in flats,

and others live in the nearby holiday resorts, where there is a

reasonable supply of competitively priced accommodation.

(05/1)A) revive B) inhabit C) gather D) reside2. The Spanish team,

who are not in superb form, will be doing their best next week

to____ themselves on the German team for last year’s defeat.

(03/12)A) remedy B) reproach C) revive D) revenge3. The woman

was worried about the side effects of taking aspirins. but her doctor

____her that it is absolutely harmless. (03/9)A) retrieved B) released

C) reassured D) revived4. Englands team, who are now superbly fit,

will be doing their best next week to ________ themselves for last



years defeat.(00/1)A) revive B) retort C) revenge D) remedyPorch(3

次)1. As one of the youngest professors in the university, Mr. Brown

is certainly on the _____ of a brilliant career. (03/6)A) porch B) edge

C) course D) threshold 2. Several guests were waiting in the ____ for

the front door to open. (02/6)A) porch B) vent C) inlet D) entry3.

As one of the youngest professors in the university, Miss King is

certainly on the ________ of a brilliant career.(00/1)A) threshold B)

edge C) porch D) coursePrescription(3次)1. The government

________ a heavy tax on tobacco, which aroused opposition from

the tobacco industry. (04/6)A) pronounced B) imposed C)

complied D) prescribed 2. If you want this painkiller, you’ll have to

ask the doctor for a _____. (01/6)A)transaction B)permit

C)settlement D) prescription3. If you want this pain killer, youll have

to ask the doctor for a ______.(98/1)A) receipt B) recipe C)

subscription D) prescriptionOppress(2次)1. The little girl was

________ by the death of her dog since her affection for the pet had

been real and deep. (01/6)A) grieved B) suppressed C) oppressed D)

sustained2. For years now, the people of that faraway country have

been cruelly ______ by a dictator. (00/6)A) depressed B) immersed

C) oppressed D) cursedPatent(2次)1. The designer has applied for a

____ for his new invention. (02/6)A) tariff B) discount C) version

D) patent2. Some criminals were printing __________ dollar bills

until they were arrested. (98/1)A) decent B) fake C) patent D)
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